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to Bayt Lothan to see “Toys, Masks and Stories: a Vision of a
Mexican Artist” you will experience a magical, colorful, new
world, in it you will find the original puppets and toys used
during the play and learn about the myth of the sun. Also,
you will see a book that as you read it, small paper doors can
be opened and toy-puppets come out to illustrate a journey
into the Aztec underworld. And finally, you will see videos
related to both stories. Part of this exhibition will also
include a workshop to create paper machieAlebrijes, a tradi-
tional form of art using recycled material to build traditional
Mexican toys. The workshop is designed for anyone from 12
years and up. It will be held on Tuesday, August 25 at Bayt
Lothan at 6pm.

KT: How does your background in education inform your
art?
Polina: Many of my projects have a participatory aspect,
meaning people engage in the artwork either as audience or
actively being part of the project. Participation is an education
tool because we learn through experience, most often experi-
ences are more enduring then traditional methods of educa-
tion. In this way, ‘education’ in my artworks comes either as
an experience or as a way of gaining insight into something
that wasn’t clear. In many of my projects I create situations of
social exchanges that question social norms or aspects of our
daily lives. For example in “Donde estan Piecitos Azul”?
(Where are the blue feet?) a public intervention (artwork that
intervenes or interacts with the regular flow of public life) in
Mexico in which I wanted to show how unfair was the situa-
tion for children vendors who instead of playing had to sell
crafts on the streets. In it I created an activity for children to
play with blue dye by printing their feet and hands on the
pavement, thus making them visible as children rather
instead of mini-adults working on the streets. Recently I
began to explore projects that are based on relational aes-
thetics, this is an art movement that started in the 1990s
where the artist creates the conditions for people to interact
and the meaning of the work is created collectively. This is the
case of a work I did in England called “A Mad-Proper Tea
Party” people were surprised to notice how their behaviors
were fixed in social norm and what it meant to play with other
types of norms. Play is also an educational tool that I try to
incorporate in many of my works. 

‘A Mad-Proper Tea Party’ art experience. — Photo credit Roque Reyes

Photograph from public intervention ‘Where are the Blue Feet?’ — Photo credit Victor Mendoza


